Success Story
ASI Helps US ServTec get their
Software Systems Back on Track
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The Results
With ASI and Sage MAS 200,
US ServTec was able to
streamline their accounting,
warehouse and service
departments into a single
cohesive operation. This led
to an elimination of double
data entry and shipping
errors.
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“We have been pleased as a company with MAS
200, but most importantly we are so happy with
ASI. It’s important to know we have someone
we can trust to be there when we need them.”
Carroll Walker, Warehouse Division Manager—US ServTec

“The integration between it and our

was really an unexpected difference.

Robust Service.
Deep Relationships.

shipping software has streamlined our

Everything in MAS 200 worked so

operations considerably.

much better and now our accounting,

Whether your business
needs accounting, ERP or
CRM software, e-Business
solutions or custom
developed applications, we
have the proven software
solutions and service your
business needs to grow
and thrive.

an unexpected difference.”

Located in Columbia,
South Carolina,
Accounting Systems, Inc.
was started in 1986 to
assist companies in
selecting a scalable
accounting software
package that not only met
the current needs of their
business, but one that
would adapt to constant
change and future growth.
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Through quality
relationships we've
established over the
years, one thing became
evident - our clients began
to rely on us not only for
accounting software, but
to assist them in deciding
what technology solutions
they needed to become
more productive.
Today, ASI provides
products and services
designed to streamline a
company's complete
infrastructure. Serving
clients across the nation
while providing a personal,
local touch is what we do
best. Come experience
the ASI difference.
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A Well-Oiled Machine
Since implementing the system in
2004, US ServTec’s inventory has
increased by 35-40%. The company
attributes being able to grow and
produce more because of their MAS
200 system. Carroll states, “There was
such a huge gap between what
Peachtree could do versus MAS 200, it

“We have

This was

overall the best financial investment
we’ve made as a company.”
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